How do I ensure that I am receiving every issue of The
Eagle?
The Eagle is distributed twice-monthly by ALQ. Do you receive our newsletter only
intermittently, or is it landing in your junk mail or spam filter? Would you prefer that we
send it to a different email address? Are there other colleagues or other members of
your staff that you would like us to add to our distribution list?
We have made every attempt to assure that all of our clients and subscribers are
receiving our twice-monthly newsletter, but we are aware that sometimes it gets
mistaken for spam. If you’ve noticed a lapse in your delivery, it’s possible that your
system is putting some of the issues in your junk mail or spam filter. It may even be
getting bounced by your firewall or internet service provider.
In order to assure that you continue to receive the newsletter on a regular basis, you
should make sure that the address it’s sent from is included in your safe sender list. You will
be receiving it from either alq@multibriefs.com or alqlist@hcpostoffice.com. We would
suggest that you whitelist both of these addresses in your system to be sure of continued
delivery. For brief instructions to add these addresses to your safe sender list for the more
popular email providers, click here. Or contact your IT department or internet service
provider directly for more specific instructions. If we can be of
assistance, don’t hesitate to contact us.
If you would like us to send your copy to a different email address, or if there are
colleagues or members of your staff that we should add to our distribution list, please
let us know about that as well. We will be happy to make these changes.
If you are a regular reader of our newsletter, you probably realize that we strive to keep
our subscribers current on pertinent news events, and we also include original content.
If you or any member of your staff has written any articles – or would like to write an
article – that could be included in an upcoming issue of The Eagle, we would be
delighted to hear from you. We would certainly give you and your firm full credit for the
content.
We can be reached at alq@alqlist.com.
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